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Allison Hicks is the vice president, chief compliance officer – corporate counsel for Tampa-based Bloomin’ Brands. In that role, she oversees the company’s compliance program and is also responsible ...
2021 Top Corporate Counsel: Allison Hicks, Bloomin' Brands
Cola's $12 billion in back taxes owed," Cruz wrote in a threat to "woke CEOs." ...
Ted Cruz's threat to 'woke CEOs' was 'the most openly corrupt thing any Senator has said,' ethics expert says
While there is a large and ever-expanding body of work on the fields of business ethics and corporate social responsibility (CSR), there is a noted absence of a single source on the methodology and ...
Cambridge Handbook of Research Approaches to Business Ethics and Corporate Responsibility
Academic scholarship in this area is growing, with business ethics and corporate social responsibility taught as core modules by thousands of business schools worldwide as well as featuring on ...
Business ethics
Dell Technologies, Western Union and other companies are showcasing the work of their compliance departments to attract ESG-focused investors.
Compliance Officers Play Growing Role in Corporate Sustainability Efforts
The report highlights Dell Technologies for moving its ethics and compliance training to a mobile app at the beginning of the pandemic. By enabling a single sign-on, the company reduced the number of ...
Pages and Pages of Legalese? Time to Simplify Your Compliance and Ethics Policies
Articles by Harvard Law Professors Guhan Subramanian, Michal Barzuza and several HLS alumni were named the Top Corporate and Securities Articles of 2020.
Corporate Practice Commentator names articles by Professors Subramanian and Barzuza among the best of the year
"Ethics, shmethics. I don't have time for that stuff. I'm too busy trying to get my company off the ground." Sound familiar? Many entrepreneurs assume that it's a waste of time for them to think about ...
Classroom Materials for "Starting with Ethics"
Chew is the founding editor of the Journal ... over ten books on corporate finance, including The New Corporate Finance—Where Theory Meets Practice and (with Joel Stern) The Revolution in Corporate ...
Don Chew
Cannabis companies, new trade organizations and banks are looking to shape marijuana-industry ground rules, sending in the lobbyists as more states legalize and Congress weighs measures to further ...
Cannabis Goes Corporate: Lobbyists, Unions Seek to Shape Marijuana Industry
Silicon Valley technology founder launches science-backed mindfulness technology. May 7th, 2021 – MindfulText, a technology startup based in Silicon Valley, has announced a new, text-based approach to ...
MindfulText offers new category of Corporate Offering -(MaaS) Mindfulness as a Service
The Business Institute Roundtable for Corporate Ethics notes that business owners should make efforts to not treat stakeholders as a mere means to an end. Ethics plays a role in the process of ...
The Role of Ethics & Responsibilities in Leading Innovation & Change
SpartanNash is expanding its corporate social responsibility with a new ethics code for its vendors ... core values and adhering to our Code of Business Conduct,” said Kathleen Mahoney ...
SpartanNash establishes ethics code for vendors
I think (the Palms sale) has tribes across the country thinking about Vegas,” gaming consultant Josh Swissman said. “This is just fortuitous timing for these tribes (to enter ...
More tribes seeking piece of casino action in Las Vegas
Designed for corporate social responsibility (CSR) and philanthropy leaders and their cross-functional colleagues from across lines of business, the event brought together diverse perspectives ...
Corporate Responsibility Leaders Convene to Advance Racial Equity
Tampa Bay Business Journal’s Top Corporate Counsel awards highlight outstanding in-house counsel, attorneys and general counsel who play a key role in their company or organization’s success.
Get to know all of this year's Top Corporate Counsel honorees
The Manning School of Business team of senior Thomas Stranberg and juniors Raj Aurora and Prabakar Adithya earned two first-place finishes at the 24th International Business Ethics Case Competition.
Twice as Nice: Business Students Earn Two Wins at Ethics Case Competition
Greenwood Village, CO, May 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via NewMediaWire -- Pure Harvest Corporate Group, Inc. (OTCQB: PHCG), a publicly traded holding company focused on emerging and high-growth ...
Pure Harvest Corporate Group, Inc. Highlighted in Research Report Released by Harbinger ...
Data governance is required in order to protect personal data and to ensure that ethics are upheld. This may sound straightforward but it comes at a time when public trust in how ‘big business ...
Digital Journal
The Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics responds to written inquiries ... which will apply to be a franchisee of a for-profit business. You indicate that you would only be a “passive investor ...
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